Jewelry

Ephebeum Earrings
$90 MEMBER | $100 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Oculus Petite Pendant
$54 MEMBER | $60 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Hex Necklace
$90 MEMBER | $100 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Voussior Earrings
$90 MEMBER | $100 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Moduli Necklace
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
View Online

COLOR OPTIONS
AQUA  ASH  CARBON  LILAC  SKY  SUNRISE
2203 Series
$193.50 MEMBER | $215 NON-MEMBER
BLACK View Online
KHAKI View Online

2089 Series
$162 MEMBER | $180 NON-MEMBER
ORIGINAL BLACK View Online
ROSE GOLD View Online

Vari Series
$166.50 MEMBER | $185 NON-MEMBER
OCEAN BLUE View Online
BRONZE View Online
SILVER/BROWN View Online
**National Capital Parks & Planning Commission Scarf**

$49.50 **MEMBER** | $55 **NON-MEMBER**

[View Online]

**Washington, D.C. Street Map Earrings**

$21.60 **MEMBER** | $24 **NON-MEMBER**

[View Online]

**Washington, D.C. City Map Men’s Accessories**

- **NECKTIE** [View Online]
  - $54 **MEMBER** | $60 **NON-MEMBER**

- **POCKET SQUARE** [View Online]
  - $22.50 **MEMBER** | $25 **NON-MEMBER**

- **BOW TIE** [View Online]
  - $54 **MEMBER** | $60 **NON-MEMBER**
STREET SCENES OF WASHINGTON, D.C. T-SHIRTS

wear your city proudly

$34.20 MEMBER | $38 NON-MEMBER

CHINATOWN BIKES View Online  RIDE WITH PRIDE View Online
LANDMARKS View Online  METRO STATION View Online
National Building Museum T-Shirts

RED  View Online  NAVY  View Online

$28.80 MEMBER  |  $32 NON-MEMBER
National Building Museum Window Pediment Pendants

MULTI-PEDIMENT $72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
POINTED PEDIMENT $72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
CURVED PEDIMENT $72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER

View Online

National Building Museum Window Pediment Earrings

MULTI-PEDIMENT View Online
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER

POINTED PEDIMENT View Online
$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER

CURVED PEDIMENT View Online
$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER
Washington, D.C. Skyline Corkboard
$45 MEMBER | $50 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Washington, D.C. Skyline Tote
$22.45 MEMBER | $24.95 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Washington, D.C. Skyline Wood Ruler
$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Washington, D.C. Landmarks Pushpin Set
$16.20 MEMBER | $18 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Washington, D.C. Skyline Metal Key Hanger
$21.60 MEMBER | $24 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Washington, D.C. Skyline Metal Key Hanger
$21.60 MEMBER | $24 NON-MEMBER
View Online
Washington, D.C. Clocks

METRO STATION
BRIDGES

$54 MEMBER | $60 NON-MEMBER

Washington, D.C. Neighborhoods Puzzle

$45 MEMBER | $50 NON-MEMBER

View Online
This original, bas-relief triptych is inspired and adapted from a section of famed sculptor Caspar Buberl’s Civil War frieze that adorns the exterior of the National Building Museum. Employing production techniques similar to the historic “press-molded” Buberl frieze, artist Caroly Van Duyn designed and sculpted this Gate of the Infantry triptych to represent authentically the original high-relief work of art. (Inscribed with its unique edition number). Side panels are each 5” x 8”; center 10” x 8”; overall 20” x 8”.

$315 MEMBER | $350 NON-MEMBER View Online
ROW HOUSE CERAMICS COLLECTION

BRIDGE CERAMICS COLLECTION

Brooklyn Bridge

TUMBLER View Online
$50.40 MEMBER | $56 NON-MEMBER
WHISKEY CUP View Online
$45 MEMBER | $50 NON-MEMBER
BUD VASE View Online
$43.20 MEMBER | $48 NON-MEMBER

Golden Gate Bridge

TRINKET DISH View Online
$32.40 MEMBER | $36 NON-MEMBER
TINY LONG DISH View Online
$28.80 MEMBER | $32 NON-MEMBER

MUSEUM EXCLUSIVE

ROW HOUSE CERAMICS COLLECTION

TUMBLER View Online
$50.40 MEMBER | $56 NON-MEMBER
WHISKEY CUP View Online
$45 MEMBER | $50 NON-MEMBER
TRINKET DISH View Online
$32.40 MEMBER | $36 NON-MEMBER

SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS View Online
$79.20 MEMBER | $88 NON-MEMBER
DIP DISH View Online
$39.60 MEMBER | $44 NON-MEMBER
Antoine Predock
Limited-Edition Print

Antoine Predock, an American architect, was the recipient of the AIA Gold Medal for 2006. The National Building Museum commissioned Predock to create an original drawing of the Museum's stunning Great Hall which has been reproduced as a limited-edition, signed print. This evocative and gestural work of art is available unframed and measures 18” x 24”.

$157.50 Member | $175 Non-Member

View Online

National Building Museum Ornament

$21.60 Member | $24 Non-Member

View Online
Washington, D.C. Skyline Pillows

$135 MEMBER | $150 NON-MEMBER

NIGHT View Online  DAY View Online
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Washington, D.C. City Plate
$49.50 MEMBER | $55 NON-MEMBER View Online

Washington, D.C. National Mall Plate Collection
POTOMAC RIVER View Online TIDAL BASIN View Online MUSEUM CORE View Online CAPITOL GROUNDS View Online
$49.50 MEMBER | $55 NON-MEMBER

Washington, D.C. Rivers Mug
$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER View Online

Classical Architecture Mugs
GOTHIC TRACERY View Online GOTHIC CATHEDRAL View Online DORIC COLUMN View Online
$18 PER MEMBER | $20 PER NON-MEMBER
Washington, D.C. Stacking Bowls

LARGE BUILDINGS
$360 MEMBER | $400 NON-MEMBER

MEDIUM CARS
$270 MEMBER | $300 NON-MEMBER

SMALL CARS
$252 MEMBER | $280 NON-MEMBER

MINI BUILDINGS
$216 MEMBER | $240 NON-MEMBER

Washington, D.C. Skyline Sculpture
$108 MEMBER | $120 NON-MEMBER

Washington, D.C. Oval Bowl
$315 MEMBER | $350 NON-MEMBER
Washington, D.C. Floating Cityscape Wall Art

$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER

View Online

Washington, D.C. Skyline Wall Art

$126 MEMBER | $140 NON-MEMBER

View Online

Washington, D.C. City Map Wall Art

$207 MEMBER | $230 NON-MEMBER

View Online
Washington, D.C. Neighborhoods Glasses Set

$44.95 MEMBER | $49.95 NON-MEMBER View Online

ABOUT THE ARTIST Joseph Craig English was introduced to silkscreen printing in his ninth grade art class. This introduction would open the door to a lifetime career as a printmaker. He graduated from the School of Art at VCU in Richmond and lost no time getting his career underway. He and his wife purchased a home in the historic community of Washington Grove, Maryland and designed and built a printmaking studio where he works today. Early on the artist took his brightly colorful original serigraphs to the streets. Since 1972 he has been showing and selling his work at arts festivals throughout the country. The three images reproduced and adapted for this six set of glasses entitled “Washington, D.C. Neighborhoods” demonstrates his passion for art, his talents with color, and his ability to interpret his experiences as a lifelong resident of the greater Washington, D.C. area.
What Style Is It?

APRON View Online
$25.20 MEMBER | $28 NON-MEMBER

TEA TOWEL View Online
$18 MEMBER | $20 NON-MEMBER

Washington, D.C. Row Houses
APRON View Online
$25.20 MEMBER | $28 NON-MEMBER

TEA TOWEL View Online
$18 MEMBER | $20 NON-MEMBER
Washington, D.C. Coasters

$16.20 PER MEMBER | $18 PER NON-MEMBER

GROUP A  View Online

GROUP B  View Online

GROUP C  View Online

Museum Shop
The Midcentury Kitchen: America’s Favorite Room, from Workplace to Dreamscape, 1940s–1970s

BY SARAH ARCHER

An illustrated pop history from aqua to avocado, Westinghouse to Wonder Bread. With more than 100 archival color photographs, advertisements, magazine pages, and movie stills, this book captures the spirit of an era—and a room—where anything seemed possible.

$22.46 MEMBER | $24.95 NON-MEMBER View Online

Mid-Century House Style Mugs

$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER

TWIN PALMS View Online
WEDGE ROOF View Online
RANCH CLUB ESTATES View Online
FOLDED PLATE ROOF View Online
BUTTERFLY ROOF View Online

Mid-Century House Tissue Boxes

$67.50 MEMBER | $75 NON-MEMBER

WEDGE ROOF View Online
TWIN PALMS View Online
RANCH CLUB ESTATES View Online
SWISS MISS View Online
FOLDED PLATE ROOF View Online
BUTTERFLY ROOF View Online
Coaster Set with Stand
$40.50 MEMBER | $45 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Ice Bucket
$58.50 MEMBER | $65 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Wall Clock
WHITE View Online
BLACK View Online
$45 MEMBER | $50 NON-MEMBER

Glassware
BLUE/GREEN OR ORANGE/YELLOW
BEER GLASS View Online
OLD FASHIONED View Online
$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER

Mid-Century Modern Icons of Design
BY FRANCES AMBLER & HERE DESIGN
$13.46 MEMBER | $14.95 NON-MEMBER View Online

Arthur Elrod: Desert Modern Design
BY ADELE CYGELMAN
$40.50 MEMBER | $45 NON-MEMBER View Online
**Bauhaus Architecture, 1919-1933**

By Hans Engels

This book contains an outstanding collection of photographs by the renowned architectural photographer Hans Engels and provides a detailed survey of surviving Bauhaus architecture in Europe. Includes 65 famous and lesser-known building projects in Germany, Vienna, Barcelona, Prague, and Budapest by architects including Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.

$35.96 MEMBER | $39.95 NON-MEMBER  View Online

**Breuer**

By Robert McCarter

The most comprehensive book on architect and designer Marcel Breuer (1902–1981), looking in detail at all the houses, furniture, and public buildings he designed in Europe and the U.S.

$135 MEMBER | $150 NON-MEMBER  View Online

**Gropius: The Man Who Built the Bauhaus**

By Fiona McCarthy

The impact of Walter Gropius can be measured in his buildings—Fagus Factory, Bauhaus Dessau, Pan Am—but no less in his students, I. M. Pei, Paul Rudolph, Anni Albers, Philip Johnson, Fumihiko Maki: countless masters were once disciples at the Bauhaus in Berlin and at Harvard. Gropius offers a poignant and personal story—and a fascinating reexamination of the urges that drove European and American modernism.

$31.50 MEMBER | $35 NON-MEMBER  View Online
Hot Air Balloon Lamp
$121.50 MEMBER | $135 NON-MEMBER
View Online

BULBING Lamp
$121.50 MEMBER | $135 NON-MEMBER
View Online

GALAXY Lamp
$121.50 MEMBER | $135 NON-MEMBER
View Online

DESKi Lamp
$166.50 MEMBER | $185 NON-MEMBER
View Online

CLASSi Lamp
$175.50 MEMBER | $195 NON-MEMBER
View Online

ZIGGi Lamp

BLACK
$180 MEMBER | $200 NON-MEMBER
View Online

BIRCH
$166.50 MEMBER | $185 NON-MEMBER
View Online
MOBILES

Mirage
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Bauhaus
LARGE VERSION View Online
$153 MEMBER | $170 NON-MEMBER

SMALL VERSION View Online
$99 MEMBER | $110 NON-MEMBER

Flowing Rhythm Red
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Guggenheim New York
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Symphony in 3 Movements
$90 MEMBER | $100 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Flowing Rhythm Rainbow
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Bauhaus
Small Version
$99 MEMBER | $110 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Bauhaus
Large Version
$153 MEMBER | $170 NON-MEMBER
View Online
F R A N K  L L O Y D  W R I G H T

Peacock Rug Foil Puzzle
$13.49 MEMBER | $14.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Saguaro Forms and Cactus Flowers Foil Puzzle
$17.99 MEMBER | $19.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Wood Puzzle Set
$22.50 MEMBER | $25 NON-MEMBER
View Online

I C O N I C  A R T I S T S

Sol Lewitt Double-Sided Puzzle
$14.39 MEMBER | $15.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Josef Albers Wood Puzzle Set
$22.50 MEMBER | $25 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Frank Stella Shaped Puzzle
$17.99 MEMBER | $19.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Peacock Rug Foil Puzzle
$13.49 MEMBER | $14.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Saguaro Forms and Cactus Flowers Foil Puzzle
$17.99 MEMBER | $19.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Wood Puzzle Set
$22.50 MEMBER | $25 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Sol Lewitt Double-Sided Puzzle
$14.39 MEMBER | $15.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Josef Albers Wood Puzzle Set
$22.50 MEMBER | $25 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Frank Stella Shaped Puzzle
$17.99 MEMBER | $19.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online
THE GRAYCLIFF COLLECTION

This unique collection of jewelry and accessories was crafted from authentic copper flashing used on the roof of the Isabelle R. Martin House at Graycliff designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and built between 1926 and 1931. The copper panels were recovered during a restoration project at the estate. Officially licensed by Graycliff Estate, each item comes gift-boxed with a Certificate of Authenticity.

**Earrings**
$153 MEMBER | $170 NON-MEMBER
[View Online]

**Key Ring**
$76.50 MEMBER | $85 NON-MEMBER
[View Online]

**Pendant**
$99 MEMBER | $110 NON-MEMBER
[View Online]

**Cufflinks**
$153 MEMBER | $170 NON-MEMBER
[View Online]
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT ACCESSORIES

Saguaro Travel Journal
$22.49 MEMBER | $24.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Saguaro Passport Holder
$12.59 MEMBER | $13.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Saguaro Luggage Tag
$13.49 MEMBER | $14.99 NON-MEMBER
View Online
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT WOOD TRIVETS

$21.60 MEMBER | $24 NON-MEMBER

ROOKERY
View Online

S.C. JOHNSON SKYLIGHT
View Online

LAKE GENEVA
View Online

COONLEY PLAYHOUSE
View Online

CHAUNCEY WILLIAMS HOUSE
View Online

ROBERTS SKYLIGHT
View Online

BLOSSOM HOUSE
View Online

STORER BLOCK
View Online

ENNIS BLOCK
View Online

D.D. MARTIN HOUSE
View Online

ROBIE SCONCE
View Online

WHIRLING ARROW
View Online

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT WOOD TRIVETS

$21.60 MEMBER | $24 NON-MEMBER
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT LINENS

Tree of Life
PRINTED NAPKIN  View Online
$9 MEMBER | $10 NON-MEMBER

TABLE RUNNER  View Online
$31.50 MEMBER | $35 NON-MEMBER

Jacquard Tea Towels
SAGUARO  View Online
OAK PARK  View Online
$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER

Oak Park
PRINTED NAPKIN  View Online
$9 MEMBER | $10 NON-MEMBER

TABLE RUNNER  View Online
$31.50 MEMBER | $35 NON-MEMBER

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT LINENS
Oombee Cube
$16.20 MEMBER | $18 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Dimpl
$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Sensory Rollers
$18 MEMBER | $20 NON-MEMBER
View Online

pipSquigz Loops
$10.80 MEMBER | $12 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Mini Spinny
$12.60 MEMBER | $14 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Spoolz
$23.40 MEMBER | $26 NON-MEMBER
View Online

RollAgain Tower
$49.50 MEMBER | $55 NON-MEMBER
View Online
Think Circles! A Lift-the-Flap Counting, Color, and Shape Book
BY KAREN S. ROBBINS
Teachers and parents can test children on colors, counting, size, differences, beginning reading, and comprehension. Perfect for speech therapists, home schoolers, or early childhood specialists. $11.70 MEMBER | $12.99 NON-MEMBER View Online

Think Squares! A Lift-the-Flap Counting, Color, and Shape Book
BY KAREN S. ROBBINS
Preschool children will find this book’s colorful art irresistible as they lift the flaps and learn analytical thinking skills. Ten flaps are uniquely designed with squares that reveal the hidden image underneath. $11.70 MEMBER | $12.99 NON-MEMBER View Online

Think Triangles! A Lift-the-Flap Counting, Color, and Shape Book
BY KAREN S. ROBBINS
Think Triangles! will increase language and math skills, along with developing small motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Toddlers and preschoolers will have hours of fun playing with this interactive book. $11.70 MEMBER | $12.99 NON-MEMBER View Online
Atlas of Brutalist Architecture
BY PHAIDON EDITORS
$135 MEMBER | $150 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Art Deco Chicago
BY ROBERT BRUEGMAN AND JONATHAN MEKINDA
$67.50 MEMBER | $75 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Edge of Order
BY DANIEL LIBESKIND
$72 MEMBER | $80 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Gardens of the Arts & Crafts Movement
BY JUDITH TANKARD
$40.50 MEMBER | $45 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Mid-Century Modern Architecture Travel Guide
BY SAM LUBELL
$31.50 MEMBER | $35 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Serious Play: Design in Mid-Century America
BY MONICA OBNISKI AND DARRIN ALFRED
$45 MEMBER | $50 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Shaping Cities in an Urban Age
BY RICKY BURDETT
$67.50 MEMBER | $75 NON-MEMBER
View Online
Iconic Architecture Card Game
$13.50 MEMBER | $15 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Build Me: The Architect Game
$37.80 MEMBER | $42 NON-MEMBER
View Online

Identic Architecture Memory Game
$18 MEMBER | $20 NON-MEMBER
View Online
House Pets

KITTENS View Online
$30.60 MEMBER | $34 NON-MEMBER

DOGS View Online
$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER

PUPPIES View Online
$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER

City Critters

RATS View Online
$25.20 MEMBER | $28 NON-MEMBER

PIGEONS View Online
$28.80 MEMBER | $32 NON-MEMBER

BLACK SQUIRREL View Online
$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER

Museum Shop
Baby 101: Architecture for Babies

BY JONATHAN LITTON, ILLUSTRATED BY THOMAS ELLIOTT

It’s never too early to get an A+ in architecture! Here’s a fun new board book series that introduces a wide array of nonfiction subjects to babies and toddlers.

$8.10 MEMBER | $8.99 NON-MEMBER View Online

City

BY INGELA P. ARRHENIUS

From the designer behind Animals comes another eye-catching oversize offering: thirty-two vivid images honoring the sights and staples of our cities.

$19.80 MEMBER | $22 NON-MEMBER View Online

House: First Words Board Book

BY MICHAEL SLACK

Budding young architects—and their design-minded parents—will love exploring this set of 5 miniature board books, each touring a different room in a stylish, modern house.

$17.10 MEMBER | $18.99 NON-MEMBER View Online

Walking in the City with Jane: A Story of Jane Jacobs

BY SUSAN HUGHES, ILLUSTRATED BY VALERIE BOIVIN

In this lively and engaging informational picture book, award-winning author Susan Hughes provides a fictionalized story of the life of Jane Jacobs, one of the world’s greatest urban thinkers and activists.

$17.10 MEMBER | $18.99 NON-MEMBER View Online
Arckit: The Architectural Model Building Design Tool

**ARCKIT 90**  View Online

$90 MEMBER | $100 NON-MEMBER

**ARCKIT MINI DORMER COLOURS**  View Online

$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER

**ARCKIT MINI MODERN COLOURS**  View Online

$36 MEMBER | $40 NON-MEMBER
Brick Who Found Herself in Architecture
BY JOSHUA DAVID STEIN, ILLUSTRATED BY JULIA ROTHMAN
A young brick goes on a journey to find her place in the world by visiting ten celebrated brick structures around the globe.
$15.26 MEMBER | $16.95 NON-MEMBER View Online

Robyn Boid: Architect
BY MAREE COOTE
Robyn Boid is a small, dedicated bird who loves to build nests and dreams of becoming an architect.
$20.70 MEMBER | $22.99 NON-MEMBER View Online

Super Structures
BY IAN GRAHAM
From the Ancient Pyramids to the Eiffel Tower, get ready to take a close-up look at some awesome man-made structures.
$22.46 MEMBER | $24.95 NON-MEMBER View Online